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Abstract. In this paper, the Half-Duplex Relay Chan-
nel (HDRC) is thoroughly investigated. Even though
this channel model is widely studied, the capacity is
not yet fully understood and particularly has not been
tightly expressed. In this work, a new capacity ex-
pression of the discrete memoryless HDRC is explic-
itly established. In particular, a new expression of the
achievable rate is derived by taking advantage of the
well-known capacity results of both the degraded broad-
cast channel and the multiple access channel. Specifi-
cally, in order to obtain the achievable rate, the trans-
mission from the source to destination is operated over
two phases. In the first phase, the broadcast phase, the
source broadcasts to both relay and destination. In the
second phase, both source and relay transmit to des-
tination to form multiple access channel. Then, we
prove that the new achievable rate meets the cut-set
outer bound such that the capacity of the discrete mem-
oryless HDRC is attained. Next, the new derived ca-
pacity result is extended to the case of additive Gaus-
sian channel. Further, the attained capacity is ana-
lytically and then numerically shown to encompass all
well-known available findings in the literature. Addi-
tional numerical examples are also shown to present
the cases in which the relay is beneficial and how the
achievable capacity varies with the source-relay and
relay-destination channel gains.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the relay channel has been receiving exten-
sive investigations from both wireless communication
and information theoretic perspectives. In relay chan-
nel, the transmission from a sender to its destination
is supported by at least one intermediate node, the re-
lay [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]
and [14]. Specifically, in forwarding the sender’s mes-
sage to the intended receiver, the relay may serve ei-
ther in full-duplex mode or in half-duplex mode [10],
[15] and [16]. Despite the fact that the relay channel
model with full-duplex operation was extensively stud-
ied, the capacity is known in many few different sce-
narios like the physically degraded relay channel [1], re-
versely degraded relay channel and semi-deterministic
relay channel [17].

On the other hand, the capacity of the HDRC is not
yet fully understood. Particularly, many different en-
coding schemes have been developed for the sake of de-
riving the capacity of this channel model [4], [6], [5], [7]
and [18]. Initially, an outer bound to the achievable
rate of transmission over the HDRC was derived in [4].
Then, this outer bound was shown to achieve the ca-
pacity in [8]. In this formulation, the transmission
from the sender to its destination is performed over
two consecutive transmission phases. In addition, the
sender’s signal is split into two independent parts. In
this transmission scheme, particularly the first trans-
mission phase, the source transmits the first part to
both the relay and the receiver such that only the relay
can decode this part. In the second phase, the source
can directly transmit the second part to its destina-
tion whereas the relay can forward the first part. By
finishing this transmission scheme, the destination can
decode the two parts. In another subsequent work,
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the author in [5] established new bounds regarding
the transmission rate over the two-way HDRC. Later,
by following the same lines of obtaining the capacity
in [8], the authors in [6] designed the polar codes to be
suitable for reliable transmission over HDRC. Further,
the authors in [7] derived inner and outer transmission
bounds over the Gaussian HDRC (GHDRC). Specif-
ically, the achievable rate (inner bound) was charac-
terized in many different cases such that: i) partial
decode and forward, or ii) compress and forward, is
employed at the half-duplex relay node. Indeed, a cut-
set (outer) bound was also developed. Based on their
formulation, the derived outer bound and the achiev-
able inner bound are not equal and so the capacity was
not attained. In another new recent paper, the authors
in [18] investigated and derived the achievable rate of
the cooperative Gaussian HDRC. In their formulation,
the transmission scheme is split into two transmission
phases. In the first phase, the sender employs super-
position encoding to transmit to both the relay and
receiver. In the second transmission period, only the
relay can transmit to forward the its part. In their
derivation, one of the main drawbacks is keeping the
duration of each phase constant. Another drawback is
that only the relay transmits in the second transmission
time. Additionally, the authors in [10] proposed a two-
phase transmission scheme to develop a new achievable
rate of the transmission over Gaussian multiple input
multiple output HDRC. In their transmission scheme,
specifically in the first phase, the relay partially lis-
tens to the source until it can completely decode the
source’s signal. At that point, the transmission can be
successfully completed within the second phase upon
the agreement of both the source and relay on trans-
mitting to the receiver.

In this article, we consider the transmission over
HDRC. This channel may model a communication sce-
nario in which a user at the cell-edge wants to commu-
nicate with a base-station with the help of a half-duplex
relay. Another example was introduced in [19], where
a Light Emitting Diode (LED) may operate as a half-
duplex relay in wireless optical communication. The
main goal of this paper is to establish a new achievable
capacity of the HDRC with a transmission rate that is
primely higher than all known results in the literature.
In the way to derive the capacity of the discrete mem-
oryless HDRC, we first derive a new achievable rate.
The derivation is based on simple and known encoding
schemes. Then, the cut-set upper bound on the capac-
ity is proved to be attained. This new expression of
the capacity is also shown to include all known results
in the literature.

Particularly, we first derive the achievable rate
by employing the well-known encoding and decoding
schemes, that are used to achieve the capacity of the
degraded Broadcast Channel (BC) [20], [21] and the

capacity of the Multiple Access Channel (MAC) [22]
and [21]. In the proposed transmission scheme, the
source’s signal is divided into three independent parts
and then transmitted to the receiver over two trans-
mission phases. Particularly, in the first transmission
phase, the sender employs the encoding scheme that
is usually used by the transmitter of the BC to trans-
mit two independent parts to both the relay node (the
stronger receiver) and the receiver (the weaker desti-
nation). In the second transmission period, the sender
directly transmits the third part whereas the relay for-
wards its part to the destination. Based on this trans-
mission scheme, a new achievable rate of the transmis-
sion over the discrete memoryless HDRC is character-
ized. This achievable rate is shown to meet the outer
bound such that the capacity of the discrete memo-
ryless HDRC is obtained. Then, the achievable ca-
pacity is also computed and evaluated in the case of
GHDRC. Subsequently, we prove not only theoreti-
cally, but also numerically that the derived achievable
capacity in this paper has a transmission rate that is
undoubtedly higher than all known results in the lit-
erature. In particular, two factors are numerically in-
vestigated to determine the cases in which the relay
is beneficial, i.e. the relay can increase the achievable
rate. Specifically, these factors are: i) the channel gain
between the source and the relay, and ii) the average
power at the relay.

In what follows, specifically in Sec. 2. , the sys-
tem model is presented. A new achievable rate of the
transmission over the discrete memoryless HDRC is
derived in Sec. 3. Then, in Sec. 4. , we first
show that the derived achievable rate and the outer
bound are equal such that the capacity of the dis-
crete memoryless HDRC is attained. Further, the de-
rived capacity is shown to be larger all known results.
Next, in Sec. 5. , we extend the capacity of
the discrete memoryless HDRC to the Gaussian case.
Additionally, some numerical examples are shown in
Sec. 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sec. 7.

2. System Model

The discrete memoryless HDRC, as depicted in Fig. 1,
is composed of: (i) two input alphabets X , and, XR,
and ii) two finite channel output alphabets YR, and
YD. In this channel model, X ∈ X and XR ∈ XR,
are the input signals generated by the transmitter and
the relay, respectively. Additionally, YR ∈ YR and
YD ∈ YD represent the output alphabets at the relay
and the destination respectively. In this scenario, the
source has a message W ∈ {1, ..., 2nR} to be sent to
its receiver, with the help of a half-duplex relay, over
n channel uses.
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Source

Relay

Destination

Fig. 1: Half-duplex Relay Channel in which the channels from
source to relay and then from relay to destination are
orthogonal in time.

Definitely, a rate R is said to be achievable if, for any
ϵ > 0, there exists a sequence of (W,n) codes such that
the probability of error, Pn

e , goes to 0 for sufficiently
large n. In addition, the average probability of error is
defined as:

Pn
e = 1

2nR

∑
W

P [g(Y n
D) ̸= W/W was sent] ,

where g(Y n
D) : YD 7−→ Ŵ is the decoding function at

the destination.

Notations: To easily differentiate between the sig-
nals that are sent over the two-phase transmission
scheme, a subindex k ∈ {1, 2} is added to the source’s
signal such that we may have Xk. Likewise, a subindex
k ∈ {1, 2} is also added to the received signals such that
we may have YDk

.

3. Achievable Rate of the
Discrete Memoryless
HDRC

In this section, we derive the achievable rate of the
discrete memoryless HDRC. The derivation is based
on the well known encoding schemes that are used to
achieve the capacity of the degraded BC and MAC. In
particular, the transmission from the source to the des-
tination is divided into two phases. In the first phase,
which lasts for l uses of the channel such that τ = l

n ,
the source transmits two different signals to the relay
and the destination, as shown in Fig. 2. Then, in the
second phase, which lasts for (n− l) uses of the channel
such that τ̄ = n−l

n = 1− τ , both the source and the re-
lay transmit their signals to the destination, as shown
in Fig. 3. In particular, toward starting transmission,
the source splits its message W into three indepen-
dent parts wS1 , wR and wS2 so that the total achievable
rate is R = R1 +RR +R2, where wS1 ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR1},
wR ∈ {1, . . . , 2nRR}, and wS2 ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR2}. At this
point, we are ready to describe the transmission en-
coding scheme and the decoding process such that the
achievable rate of the discrete memoryless HDRC is
established.

Source
X1

P
Y

D
1

,Y
R

|X
1 Relay

YR

Destination
YD1

Fig. 2: Transmission over discrete memoryless HDRC in phase
1. The source broadcasts different messages to different
receivers.
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D
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Fig. 3: Transmission over discrete memoryless HDRC in
phase 2.

Phase 1: In this phase, the source initially maps the
messages wS1 and wR into U(wS1) and X1(wR, wS1), as
for encoding at the transmitter of the BC [21]. Specifi-
cally, the superposition encoding is employed such that
for each codeword U(wS1), independent codewords
X1(wR, wS1) are generated. Further, the channel from
the source to the relay and the destination is assumed
to be physically degraded in which X1 → YR → YD1

forms a Markov chain. In this case, the relay (the
stronger user) can decode both the signals, whereas
the destination (the weaker user) can decode only one
of the two signals, i.e., U(wS1). To this extent, we are
ready to state the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The achievable rate region of transmitting
independent messages from the source to both the relay
and destination in the first phase of transmission over
the HDRC is the convex-hull of the closure of all rates
(R1, RR) given by:

R1 ≤ τI(U ;YD1) = ψ1, (1)

RR ≤ τI(X1;YR|U) = ψ2, (2)

for a joint distribution of the form
P (U)P (X1|U)P (YR|X1)P (YD1 |YR). In this for-
mulation, I(.; .) represents the mutual information.
It is noteworthy to mention that the destination can
improve its estimate regarding the signal U at the end
of phase 2, as will be shown shortly.

Proof. The signal generation, encoding and decoding
in the first phase follows the same lines that are used
for deriving the channel capacity of the degraded BC,
as shown in [21].

Phase 2: In the second phase, the source and the
relay simultaneously encode the messages wS2 and wR
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to generate X2(wS2) and XR(wR), respectively. Conse-
quently, in their transmission to the destination, both
the source and the relay form the MAC. In this phase,
the achievable rate is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 2. The achievable rate region of transmitting
from both the source and the relay to the destination, in
the second phase, is given by the closure of the convex
hull of all RR and R2 satisfying:

RR ≤ τ̄ I(XR;YD2 |X2), (3)

R2 ≤ τ̄ I(X2;YD2 |XR) = ψ3, (4)

R2 +RR ≤ τ̄ I(XR, X2;YD2) = ψ4, (5)

for some product distribution of the form
P1(X2)P2(XR).

Proof. The signal generation, encoding and decoding
in the second phase follows the same lines of the proof
of deriving the channel capacity of the MAC, as pro-
vided in [21].

Based on the preceding formulation, we are about to
state the achievable rate of the transmission over the
HDRC in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The achievable rate of the transmission
over the discrete memoryless HDRC, C, is given by:

C = min{ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3, ψ1 + ψ4}. (6)

Proof. Knowing that the total achievable rate is
R = R1 + RR + R2 where the sub rates R1, RR, and
R2 are previously derived in Eq. (1), Eq. (2), Eq. (3),
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). At this point, the Fourier-Motzkin
elimination is applied [23] such that the sub rates R1,
RR, and R2 are used to form the total achievable rate,
C.

In summary, in this section, a new achievable rate
expression of the transmission over HDRC has been
obtained. In the next Section, this new formula is
firstly shown to be the capacity of the transmission
over HDRC. Then, the achievable capacity is shown to
have a transmission rate that is undeniably higher than
any previous known result in the literature.

4. Comparisons with Other
Results

In this section, we first introduce the available known
cut-set outer bound on the transmission over discrete
memoryless HDRC. Then, a comparison is made be-
tween the cut-set outer bound and the achievable rate

from Theorem 1. Based on this comparison, we show
that the achievable rate in Theorem 1 is the capacity of
the transmission over the discrete memoryless HDRC.

Besides of the above, a comparison is performed with
the achievable capacity that was derived in Theorem
4.1.1 [8]. This analysis is performed to make sure that
the new established capacity formula has a transmis-
sion rate that is certainly higher than the known re-
sults.

4.1. Comparison with the
Outer-bound

In this subsection, we introduce the available outer
bound for transmission over HDRC. Consequently,
a comparison is made to show that the achievable rate
in Eq. (6) is the channel capacity of the discrete mem-
oryless HDRC.

Lemma 3. The cut-set (outer-bound) of the transmis-
sion over the discrete memoryless HDRC is given by:

Rout = min{Rout1, Rout2},

where

Rout1 = τI(X1;YR, YD1) + τ̄ I(X2;YD2 |XR),
Rout2 = τI(U ;YD1) + τ̄ I(X2, XR;YD2). (7)

Proof. The proof can easily be attained from the re-
sults of [5] by reducing the two-way half-duplex relay
channel into the conventional (one-way) HDRC. Ad-
ditionally, this outer bound is also derived by the au-
thors in [7]. In particular, a cut-set outer bound on
the capacity of the discrete memoryless relay channel
is given in Theorem 16.1 [24]. Then, the authors in [7]
specialized the outer bound from [24] to the case of
HDRC.

To this end, a comparison is shortly made between
the achievable rate that we have derived and the outer
bound from the previous lemma. Specifically, we may
start with:

A1 = ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3 −Rout1

= τI(U ;YD1) + τI(X1;YR|U) + τ̄ I(X2;YD2 |XR)
− [τI(X1;YR, YD1) + τ̄ I(X2;YD2 |XR)]
= τI(U ;YD1) + τI(X1;YR|U) − τI(X1;YR, YD1)
(a)
≥ τI(U ;YD1) + τI(X1;YR|U)
− [τI(X1;YD1) + τI(X1;YR|U)]
= τI(U ;YD1) − τI(X1;YD1)
(b)= 0, (8)

where the result in step (a) is derived after specializing
the mutual information I(X1;YR, YD1) to the case of
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physically degraded channel. Additionally, according
to [21], this mutual information may be re-written as:

I(X1;YR, YD1) = I(X1;YD1) + I(X1;YR|U). (9)

Further, by letting U = ∅ and X1 = ∅, as in [25] and
[26], the result in step (b) is obtained.

Additionally, we need to compute:

A2 = ψ1 + ψ4 −Rout2

= τI(U ;YD1) + τ̄ I(XR, X2;YD2)
− [τI(U ;YD1) + τ̄ I(XR, X2;YD2)]
= 0. (10)

In conclusion, in light of Eq. (8) and Eq. (10), the
derived achievable rate in Theorem 1 is equal to the
cut-set outer bound. Therefore, we are now ready to
state the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The achievable rate of the discrete
memoryless HDRC, as given in Theorem 1, is the
achievable capacity of the discrete memoryless HDRC.

Proof. The results A1 = 0 and A2 = 0 confirms
that the achievable rate that was derived in Theo-
rem 1 meets the outer bound of the discrete memo-
ryless HDRC. Accordingly, the capacity is achieved by
the two-phase transmission scheme, as characterized in
the previous section.

4.2. Comparison with the Available
Achievable Capacity

In this subsection, a comparison is performed between
our result from Proposition 1 and that reported in [8].
In this regard, we first introduce the achievable capac-
ity of the HDRC, as derived in [8]. Then, we show that
the achievable capacity that we derive in this paper
encompasses the achievable capacity that was derived
in [8].

Lemma 4. The achievable capacity, Rach, of the dis-
crete memoryless HDRC in the case that the relay can
decode and then forward the source’s signal is given by:

Rach = min{Rach1, Rach2},

where:

Rach1 = τI(X1;YR) + τ̄ I(X2;YD2 |XR),
Rach2 = τI(U ;YD1) + τ̄ I(X2, XR;YD2).

Proof. The proof is published in [8]. An outline of the
proof is given in the next remark.

Remark 1. Toward achieving the capacity in [8], the
source’s signal is divided into two independent parts.
These two parts are sent to the destination, with the
aid of the relay node, over two transmission phases.
In the first phase, the source transmits the first part
to both the relay and the destination. Then, in the
second phase, the relay forwards the source’s signal to
the destination such that the receiver can resolve the
uncertainty regarding the part that was already sent by
the source in the first phase. Indeed, in this phase,
the source can directly transmit the second part to the
destination.

We now compare between the achievable capacity
that we derive in this work and the achievable capacity
in Lemma 4. In particular, we have:

A3 = ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3 −Rach1

= τI(U ;YD1) + τI(X1;YR|U) + τ̄ I(X2;YD2 |XR)
− [τI(X1;YR) + τ̄ I(X2;YD2 |XR)]
= τI(U ;YD1) + τI(X1;YR|U) − τI(X1;YR)
(c)= τI(U ;YD1). (11)

We note that the transition to step (c) is made possible
by letting X1 = ∅, as in [25] and [26]. Additionally, the
mutual information τI(U ;YD1) is always non-negative.

Further, we follow the same lines of obtaining the
result in Eq. (10) to confirm that A4 = ψ1 +ψ4 −Rach2
is equal to 0.

Proposition 2. The achievable capacity that we have
derived in Proposition 1 has a transmission rate that
is higher than the available capacity result in the liter-
ature.

Proof. In light of the values of A3 and A4, the derived
capacity in this paper has a transmission rate that is
higher than the available capacity result in the litera-
ture.

Remark 2. In [27], G. Kramer, showed that half-
duplex channels are a special case of the memoryless
full-duplex framework. This is obtained by replacing
XR with the pair (XR, SR), where SR is a binary ran-
dom variable that indicates the state (i.e., either re-
ceiving or transmitting) of the relay. With this formu-
lation, the achievable rate of the physically degraded
half-duplex relay channel is given by:

R = sup min{I(XS , XR, SR;YD),
I(XS , YR, YD|XR, SR)}, (12)

where XS can be either X1 or X2, and YD can be either
YD1 or YD2 . We remark that the authors in [7] showed
that the achievable rate in Eq. (12) is a few bits from
the outer-bound of the Gaussian HDRC.
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In this section, we proved that the capacity of the
discrete memoryless HDRC, as shown in the Preposi-
tion 1, encompasses the available capacity result in the
literature. Next, we extend the capacity of the discrete
memoryless HDRC into the case of additive Gaussian
channel.

5. Capacity of Gaussian
HDRC

In this section, we extend the capacity of the HDRC
into the Gaussian case. In the first phase, the source
employs superposition encoding to form the signal
X1 =

√
(1 − α)V +

√
αU . In this formulation, the sig-

nals V and U are independent random variables with
zero mean and average power equals to PS1 = βP1,
where P1 is the total average transmit power by the
source over the two transmission phases. Moreover,
α and β are the power allocation factors. Specifically,
α, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, determines the power allocated to
transmit the signals from the source in the first phase.
Indeed, β, where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, determines the power
allocated to each phase at the source. To finish this
stage, the source broadcasts to both the relay and the
destination such that the received signals at the relay,
YR, and the destination, YD1 are given by:

YR = hsrX1 + ZR, (13)
YD1 = hsdX1 + ZD1 , (14)

where hsr and hsd are the channel gains from the source
to the relay and the destination, respectively. The
noise signals ZR and ZD1 are independent and identi-
cally distributed (i.i.d) Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) signals with zero mean and variances NR and
ND1 , respectively.

In the second phase, both the source and the relay
transmit the signals X2 and XR, respectively, such that
the received signal at the destination, YD2 , is given by:

YD2 = hsdX2 + hrdXR + ZD2 , (15)

where hrd is the channel gain from the relay to the
destination. ZD2 is the AWGN signal with zero mean
and variance ND2 . Additionally, the average transmit
power of the signals X2 and XR are PS2 = (1 − β)P1
and PR, respectively.

After this construction, we are about to compute the
sub-rates that appear in the capacity of the discrete
memoryless HDRC in (6). For example:

ψ∗
1 = τI(U ;YD1)

= τh(YD1) − τh(YD1 |U)

= τC

(
|hsd|2αPS1

ND1 + |hsd|2(1 − α)PS1

)
, (16)

where h(X) is the differential entropy of the random
variable X, and C (x) = log (1 + x). The rest of the
sub-rates are similarly computed as follows:

ψ∗
2 = τC

(
|hsr|2(1 − α)PS1

NR

)
,

ψ∗
3 = τ̄C

(
|hsd|2PS2

ND2

)
,

ψ∗
4 = τ̄C

(
|hsd|2PS2 + |hrd|2PR

ND2

)
. (17)

After this formulation, we are eager to introduce the
capacity of the GHDRC.
Theorem 2. The achievable capacity of the Gaussian
HDRC,C∗, is given by:

C∗ = max
α,β

min {ψ∗
1 + ψ∗

2 + ψ∗
3 , ψ

∗
1 + ψ∗

4}, (18)

where the sub-rates ψ∗
1 , ψ∗

2 , ψ∗
3 , and ψ∗

4 are given in
Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), respectively.

Proof. The achievable capacity of the GHDRC can be
obtained by plugging the generated codewords and the
received signals to the achievable capacity of Preposi-
tion 1. For instance, the derivation of ψ∗

1 is given in
Eq. (16).

Remark 3. We note that the destination can improve
its estimate regarding the signal U , which was sent in
the first phase. In particular, at the end of phase 2, the
destination can decode the relay’s signal, XR, and then
use this estimation to generate the signal X1. After
that, the destination can remove the effect of X1 from
YD1 . In conclusion, we may redefine the achievable
sub-rate of ψ1 as follows:

ψ̀1 = τI(U ;YD1 |X1)

= τC

(
|hsd|2αPS1

ND1

)
. (19)

However, in this case, the achievable rate is larger than
the available cut-set outer-bound. Hence, a new outer-
bound has to be derived.
Remark 4. We note that the achievable capacity in
Theorem 2 can be maximized by optimizing: i) the
power allocation factors α and β, and ii) the duration
of the BC phase and the MAC phase. In particular,
the achievable capacity can be maximized by making
ψ∗

1 + ψ∗
2 + ψ∗

3 = ψ∗
1 + ψ∗

4 .
Remark 5. To find the optimal value of τ , we may
need to solve the equality, as appeared in the previous
remark, with respect to τ . In particular, the optimal
duration of the first phase is given by τ = A

B , where:

A = C

(
|hsd|2PS2 + |hrd|2PR

ND2

)
− C

(
|hsd|2PS2

ND2

)
,

B = C

(
|hsr|2(1 − α)PS1

NR

)
+A. (20)
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Fig. 4: Comparison between the achievable capacity in Theo-
rem 2 and the known available results in the literature.

6. Numerical Results

In this section, we numerically compare between the
available results and the derived achievable capacity of
the GHDRC in Theorem 2. In this numerical evalua-
tion, the average transmit power at both source and re-
lay is set to 10. Unless otherwise mentioned, the chan-
nel gains |hsd|, |hsr|, and |hrd| are set to 1, 2, and 2,
respectively. Moreover, the noise variances ND1 , ND2 ,
and NR are normalized to 1.

Figure 4 compares the results presented in [8], [5], [7]
and [18] and the derived capacity in Theorem 2. First,
we present the achievable rate which was derived by
Kim and Lee in [18]. Second, we show the achiev-
able capacity which was derived by Khojastepour in [8].
Third, as established by both Stein in [5] and Cardone
et al. in [7], an outer bound to the achievable rate is
also drawn. Fourth, we also show the achievable ca-
pacity which we derive in Theorem 2. It can be clearly
seen that the achievable capacity in Theorem 2: i) has
a transmission rate higher than the available known re-
sults in [8], and ii) meets the outer bound of the HDRC.
We remark that this numerical result agrees fairly with
the analytical result, as shown in Sec. 4.

After showing that the achievable capacity that we
have derived encompasses all available results in the
literature, we investigate two numerical examples to
address the effect of relay location. Particularly, as
soon as the relay moves toward or outward the source
(destination), the channel gains between the relay and
the end nodes (source and destination) change.

In this example, we want to check the cases in which
the relay is beneficial. Specifically, the achievable rate
(capacity), without employing the relay, is given by
log2(1 + |h1D|2P1) = log2(11) = 3.46. Figure 5 shows
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Fig. 5: The relation between the achievable rate and the chan-
nel gain, |hsr|, for different values of the average power
at the relay, PR.

that both the source-relay channel gain, |hsr|, and the
average power at the relay, PR, play a main role in de-
termining whether to use the relay in transmission or
not. In particular, for low values of both: i) the aver-
age power, i.e. PR < 1, and ii) the channel gain, i.e.,
|hsr| < 1, the relay cannot increase the achievable ca-
pacity. Thus, the source needs to directly transmit its
signal to the destination with a constant rate, which
is equal to 3.46, as mentioned before. In the case of
strong channel gain, i.e. |hsr| > 1, the relay can sig-
nificantly increase the achievable capacity. Further, as
the average transmit power PR increases so does the
achievable rate.

Now, we show the relation between the optimum du-
ration of the broadcast phase, phase 1, and the chan-
nel gain |hsr| for different values of the channel gain
|hrd|. In specific, Fig. 6 shows that as the channel gain
|hsr| gets stronger, i.e. the relay is moving toward the
source, the duration of the broadcast phase reduces.
In this case, the relay can easily get the source’s sig-
nal. Further, the relay is given more time to cooperate
and then forward the source’s signal into its destina-
tion. This figure also presents that the percentage of
the first phase is inversely proportional with the chan-
nel gain |hrd|.

Finally, as depicted in Fig. 7, we numerically show
that the achievable capacity has a concave relation with
the duration of the first phase, τ . In specific, the value
of τ , at which the achievable capacity gets its max-
imum, varies with the channel gains |hsr| and |hrd|.
For example, in the case of |hsr| = 3, |hrd| = 1, the
relay can easily decode the source’s signal, so, the du-
ration of the first phase is short. On the other hand,
in the case of |hsr| = 1, |hrd| = 3, the relay requires
more channel uses before decoding the source’s signal.
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Fig. 6: The relation between percentage of the first phase and
the channel gain, |hsr|, for different values of the channel
gain, |hrd|.

Therefore, the duration of the first phase is longer than
the previous case. Finally, in the case that the relay
has strong channel gains with both source and relay,
i.e. |hsr| = 3, |hrd| = 3, the relay can quickly obtain
the source’s signal. Then, in the second phase, the
relay forwards the source’s signal into its destination.
In this case, due to strong channel gain |hrd| = 3, the
forwarded signal from the relay plays a main role in
increasing the achievable capacity.

7. Conclusions and Future
Works

In this paper, the capacity of the discrete memoryless
HDRC is established by using the well-known encod-
ing and decoding schemes that are normally used to
achieve the capacity of both the degraded BC and the
MAC. In the way to develop the capacity, an achiev-
able rate of the discrete memoryless HDRC is firstly
derived. Then, this achievable rate is shown to achieve
the cut-set upper bound such that the capacity is deter-
mined. Thereafter, the capacity of the discrete mem-
oryless HDRC is also extended to the additive Gaus-
sian case. The major finding of this work is that the
analytical and numerical results of aforementioned ca-
pacities agree fairly with each other. Indeed, the estab-
lished capacity that we have derived has a transmission
rate that is certainly higher than all well-known avail-
able rates in the literature. Future work may include:
(i) extending the capacity result to the two-way re-
lay channel in which the relay operates in half-duplex
mode, and (ii) designing a new practical encoding and
decoding schemes to achieve the capacity.
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Fig. 7: The relation between the achievable capacity and τ for
different values of the channel gain, |hsr| and |hrd|.
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